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Dormant breast cancer micrometastases reside in
specific bone marrow niches that regulate their transit
to and from bone
Trevor T. Price,1 Monika L. Burness,2 Ayelet Sivan,3 Matthew J. Warner,1 Renee Cheng,1

Clara H. Lee,1 Lindsey Olivere,1 Karrie Comatas,4 John Magnani,5 H. Kim Lyerly,4 Qing Cheng,4

Chad M. McCall,6 Dorothy A. Sipkins1*

Breast cancermetastatic relapse can occur years after therapy, indicating that disseminated breast cancer cells (BCCs)
have a prolonged dormant phase before becoming proliferative. A major site of disease dissemination and relapse is
bone, although the critical signals that allow circulating BCCs to identify bone microvasculature, enter tissue, and
tether to the microenvironment are poorly understood. Using real-time in vivo microscopy of bone marrow (BM) in a
breast cancer xenograft model, we show that dormant and proliferating BCCs occupy distinct areas, with dormant
BCCs predominantly found in E-selectin– and stromal cell–derived factor 1 (SDF-1)–rich perisinusoidal vascular re-
gions. We use highly specific inhibitors of E-selectin and C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) (SDF-1 receptor)
to demonstrate that E-selectin and SDF-1 orchestrate opposing roles in BCC trafficking. Whereas E-selectin interac-
tions are critical for allowing BCC entry into the BM, the SDF-1/CXCR4 interaction anchors BCCs to the micro-
environment, and its inhibition induces mobilization of dormant micrometastases into circulation. Homing studies
with primary BCCs also demonstrate that E-selectin regulates their entry into bone through the sinusoidal niche,
and immunohistochemical staining of patient BMs shows dormant micrometastatic disease adjacent to SDF-1+ vas-
culature. These findings shed light on how BCCs traffic within the host, and suggest that simultaneous blockade of
CXCR4 and E-selectin in patients could molecularly excise dormant micrometastases from the protective BM
environment, preventing their emergence as relapsed disease.
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INTRODUCTION

Patients diagnosed with localized breast cancer, even when treated with
adjuvant therapy, remain at risk for late metastatic relapse, most
commonly in bone (1). Clinically silent bone marrow (BM) microme-
tastases can, in fact, be detected in 30% of breast cancer patients with
stage I to III disease and predict the likelihood of disease relapse (2).
These data suggest that the BM is a particularly attractive location for
micrometastases and that characteristics of the BMmicroenvironment
can maintain tumor dormancy for extended periods (3).

Despite our growing understanding of breast cancer cell (BCC)–
microenvironment interactions, it is unknown how metastatic BCCs
enter the bone. Moreover, circulating tumor cells (CTCs), which may
be enriched with cancer stem cells (CSCs), can be detected in the
peripheral blood of most metastatic patients and also in early-stage
patients even after resection of the primary tumor (4–8). These find-
ings suggest that multidirectional trafficking of BCCs at the metastatic
site is a feature of both dormant and clinically apparentmetastatic dis-
ease. Although the molecular mechanisms that BCCs use to exit the
bone are still undefined, CTC frequency does appear to correlate with
increasing metastatic disease burden (6).

Understanding the trafficking of dormant BCCswithin the bone has
been challenging because these events are both rapid and rare. To ex-
amine themolecular basis of BCCbone transit, we usedhigh-resolution,
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real-time fluorescence microscopy to track BCC migration through
the calvarial BM inmouse xenograft models of human BCCmetastasis.
By combining constitutively expressed fluorescent protein labels with
cell membrane dyes that are diluted to nondetectable concentrations
in proliferating cells, we were able to discriminate the precise anatomic
location and movement of dormant versus proliferative metastases
(9). In addition, our results were corroborated by genomic, immuno-
histochemical, and functional analysis of primary patient samples.
Together, our findings suggest a molecular framework for metastatic
BCC bonemigration that is associatedwith the tumor’s dormancy status.
RESULTS

Genes encoding CXCR4, E-selectin ligands, and their
synthetic enzymes are up-regulated in late relapse
breast cancer
BCCs express proteins reported to act as E-selectin ligands, aswell as the
stromal cell–derived factor 1 (SDF-1) receptor, C-X-C chemokine re-
ceptor type 4 (CXCR4), and metastatic growth in mouse models can
be impaired by inhibition of E-selectin or SDF-1 interactions (10–15).
Despite these observations, the specific roles of thesemolecules in breast
cancer progression are undefined. Work from our laboratory has dem-
onstrated that benign and malignant hematopoietic cells enter the BM
specifically through a distinct sinusoidal vasculature that has high basal
expression of the inflammatorymolecules E-selectin and SDF-1 (16).
In addition to regulating hematopoietic transit, these sinusoidal and
perisinusoidal vascular regions, or niches, are prodormancy micro-
environments for self-renewing hematopoietic stem cells (17, 18). We hy-
pothesized that circulating BCCs hijack SDF-1+E-selectin+ hematopoietic
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vascular gateways to identify and enter the bone and that primary tu-
mor cells that were particularly capable of homing to this prodormancy
BMmicroenvironmentwould bemore likely to produce late relapse. To
explore the molecular features of breast tumors associated with meta-
static relapse after prolonged dormancy (late recurrence ≥5 years) but
not confounded by variations in systemic treatment, we previously com-
piled breast tumor gene expression data from 4767 patients and
established a discovery cohort consisting of 743 lymph node–negative
patients who did not receive systemic neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemo-
therapy or hormonal therapy (Fig. 1A) (19).We defined four subgroups
based on gene expression.Of these, groupG3had the fewest recurrences,
whereas G4 had an increased risk of late recurrences (≥5 years), although
both had a similar distribution of pathologic subtypes (19). We applied
these gene expression signatures to analyze a separate data set of 46 sam-
ples,where gene expressiondata from laser capturemicrodissected tumor
epithelium were available (20). We compared the expression of 29 genes
representing CXCR4, E-selectin ligands, and enzymes critical for post-
translational processing of E-selectin ligands in these tumor epithelium
samples and found that 7 of these genes were elevated in tumors that
had late recurrences (table S1 and Fig. 1B). To further determine the cor-
relation of CXCR4 and E-selectin pathway genes with late recurrence in
bone, we analyzed the expression of these genes in the estrogen receptor–
positive (ER+) subset (697 patients) of our discovery cohort becausemost
ER+ patients experience initial relapse in bone and often at late time
points. We found that three of these seven genes were up-regulated in
primary tumorswith late recurrence comparedwith tumor samples from
recurrence-free patients. In particular, CXCR4 expression correlatedwith
time to recurrence (Fig. 1, C and D).

The CXCR4/SDF-1 axis does not regulate BCC homing to the BM
To study the precise functions of CXCR4 (SDF-1 receptor) andE-selectin
ligands in BCC metastasis, we used video-rate intravital microscopy to
track the migration of fluorescently labeled human BCC lines in im-
munocompromised mice (16). A panel of fluorescently labeled ER+

and ER−BCCs (table S2) were engrafted by intracardiac injection. Video-
rate microscopy of BCCs transiting through the calvarium and calvarial
BM was then performed, and the vasculature was visualized using
high–molecular weight fluorescent dextrans as a blood pool agent.

As shown in a montage of multiple still frame images, the calvarial
BM vasculature has a complex anatomy, with dilated sinusoidal capil-
lary beds concentratedmedially around a central collecting vein (Fig. 1E).
Although BCCs could be identified circulating in the vasculature
throughout the calvarium, cells interacted with the endothelial wall only
within sinusoidal vascular and perisinusoidal vascular regions, where
SDF-1 and E-selectin expression is known to be high (videos S1 and
S2) (16). As shown in Fig. 1F, 2 hours after intracardiac injection, BCCs
have diapedesed into the BM tissue specifically in these perisinusoidal
areas. We noted increased BM homing of ER+ cell lines compared to
ER− cells (fig. S1), suggesting that the bonemetastatic tropism of ER+

tumors in humans is recapitulated in the xenograft mouse model.
Given its high expression in organs that are common sites of BCC

metastasis, it has been presumed that SDF-1 critically regulates BCC
BM homing. We therefore first tested whether SDF-1/CXCR4 interac-
tions mediated BCC entry into BM. Although BCC lines expressed cell
surface and intracellular CXCR4 to varying degrees, its expression did
not correlate with BM homing potential (Fig. 2A, table S2, and fig. S2).
To define the functional role of SDF-1/CXCR4, we used four
approaches (fig. S3, A to C). First, we treated mice with the highly spe-
www.Sci
cific small-molecule inhibitor ofCXCR4,AMD3100 (21). Subcutaneous
micro-osmotic pumps were implanted in mice to provide continuous
delivery of the molecule, which has a brief therapeutic half-life. Neither
ER+ nor ER−BCChoming was affected by AMD3100 inhibition (Fig. 2B).
In a second set of experiments, mice were administered anti-CXCR4
neutralizing antibodies to inhibit BCC binding to SDF-1. Again, no ef-
fect on homing of either ER+ or ER− cells was observed (Fig. 2C). Next,
we pretreated BCCs with pertussis toxin to widely inhibit all chemokine
signaling in addition to the CXCR4/SDF-1 chemokine pathway. No ef-
fect of pertussis toxin on BCC BM homing was observed compared to
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) control–treated cells (Fig. 2D). Last, we
knocked down CXCR4 transcript expression in BCCs with small inter-
fering RNA (siRNA) and found no effect on BM homing potential
compared to control siRNA–transduced cells (fig. S4). These data are
consistent with previous reports demonstrating that, although CXCR4
inhibition slowsmetastatic growth in animal models, it does not appear
to decrease the frequency of bone metastases (22). Moreover, CXCR4
expression in primary human BCCs correlates with lymph nodemetas-
tasis but not hematogenous dissemination (23, 24).

Vascular E-selectin mediates BCC homing to the BM
We then turned our attention to the potential role of E-selectin interac-
tions in mediating BCC entry into the bone. In vivo homing studies
showed a very high degree of colocalization of BCCs with vascular
E-selectin expression in the sinusoidal niche, as detected with fluores-
cent anti–E-selectin antibodies (Fig. 2E). Using a combination of quan-
titative polymerase chain reaction, Western blotting, flow cytometry,
and immunofluorescence, we then assayed the expression of proteins
reported to act as or synthesize E-selectin ligands on leukocytes and/or
BCCs (25–29). We found that the BCCs in our studies express multiple
potential E-selectin ligands and synthetic enzymes and that all BCCs have
functional E-selectin binding activity (figs. S5 to S9).Using anE-selectin–Fc
chimera as a functional Western blot probe, we found that ER+ and ER−

BCCs express differential E-selectin ligand profiles (figs. S10 and S11).
MUC1 emerged as a candidate E-selectin ligand that is more highly
expressed by bone-tropic ER+ cells, but further studies will be necessary
to confirm the identity of the specific functional E-selectin ligand(s) that
regulates BCC bone homing (figs. S12 to S14).

To test the functional role of E-selectin ligands on BCCs, we then
treated mice with a highly specific glycomimetic E-selectin binding in-
hibitor, GMI-1271 (30). In mice treated with inhibitor compared to ve-
hicle control, BCC homing to BM was substantially blocked at both 2
and 20 hours (Fig. 2F and fig. S15). Similar inhibition was observed for
both ER+ and ER− cell homing.

Recent data have suggested that the CD44+CD24−/low fraction of
both primary and cultured ER+ BCCs is highly enriched for tumor-
initiating ability (“stemness”) and that these putative CSCs also have
highmetastatic potential (31, 32).We therefore wanted to test whether
E-selectin inhibition could effectively block this subpopulation from
entering the bone. Although many cell lines have a predominantly
CD44+CD24+ phenotype, ER+ MCF-7 cells contain a relatively larger
CD44+CD24−/low population, facilitating isolation of purified
CD44+CD24−/low andCD44+CD24+ cells by fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS) (33). We engrafted GMI-1271 versus vehicle control–
treated mice with CD44+CD24−/low or CD44+CD24+ FACS-purified
MCF-7BCCs (Fig. 2G; treatment protocol in fig. S15).Whereas homing
of non-stem cell populations was not significantly affected by E-selectin
inhibition, CSC homing was inhibited more than twofold (Fig. 2H).
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Fig. 1. BCCs hijack SDF-1+E-selectin+ vascular gateways to enter the
bone. (A) Discovery cohort of untreated, node-negative breast cancer pa-

from patients with recurrence-free survival at ≥15 years (Mann-Whitney
U test). (D) CXCR4 expression correlates with time to recurrence in the ER+
tients revealed four subgroups based on gene expression. Of these, G3
had the highest recurrence-free survival, whereas G4 had an increased
risk of late recurrence (≥5 years after diagnosis). In Analysis A, expression
of 29 genes representing CXCR4, E-selectin ligands, and enzymes critical
for posttranslational processing of E-selectin ligands was analyzed in a
data set compiled from 46 microdissected samples (G3, n = 18; G4, n =
10). In Analysis B, these same 29 genes were analyzed in the ER+ subset of
our discovery cohort of patients with untreated, node-negative disease
[late recurrence (LR) ≥ 5 years, n = 66; recurrence-free (RF) > 15 years, n =
26]. LCM, laser capture microdissection. (B to D) The expression of 7 of 29
genes analyzed was significantly increased in microdissected tumor epi-
thelium of patients with late recurrence (t test). In the ER+ subset of our
discovery cohort, 3 of these 29 genes were significantly up-regulated in
tumor samples from patients with late recurrence compared to those
www.Sci
subgroup [***P = 0.00097, analysis of variance (ANOVA)] [P values
presented in (B); red indicates P < 0.05]. (E) Intravital microscopy was used
to image the calvarial BM of mice engrafted with fluorescent membrane
dye–labeled BCCs in real time with single-cell resolution. Dextran-FITC
(fluorescein isothiocyanate) was used to visualize the blood pool. As
shown in the montage image of in vivo micrographs, sinusoidal vascula-
ture, which is known to have a distinct SDF-1+E-selectin+ phenotype, is
concentrated in distinct parasagittal locations (montage containing
multiple images; scale bar, 200 mm). (F) Fluorescently labeled BCCs were
engrafted by intracardiac injection in mice, and the calvarium was imaged
in the initial 2 hours after engraftment. BCCs were detected entering the
bone specifically in perisinusoidal areas. Cells were not detected in lateral
or caudal regions that lack substantial sinusoidal vasculature (montage
containing multiple images; scale bar, 100 mm).
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Fig. 2. E-selectin regulates entry of BCCs into bone from peripheral
circulation. (A) Cell surface expression of CXCR4 versus day 1 BCC BM

images). (F) BCC homing was quantified in mice treated ± E-selectin in-
hibitor GMI-1271 at both initial (2 hours; MCF-7: **P = 0.0068, n = 3; MDA-
homing (R2 = 0.0013, linear regression; n = 3 per cell line). (B) BCC BM
homing in mice treated ± CXCR4 inhibitor AMD3100 (n = 3 each cell line).
NS, not significant. (C) BCC BM homing in mice treated ± CXCR4 neutraliz-
ing antibodies (MCF-7: n = 3; 1833: n = 4). (D) BCC BM homing inmice trea-
ted ± pertussis toxin to broadly inhibit chemokine signaling before
engraftment (n = 3 each cell line). (E) E-selectin expression (green) in the
sinusoidal regions of calvarial BM was detected by in vivo microscopy
using anti–E-selectin–Cy5 antibodies and was colocalized with fluores-
cently labeled BCCs (cyan) imaged simultaneously on day 1 after intra-
cardiac engraftment (dextran-FITC, red; montage contains multiple
www.Sci
MB-231: *P = 0.0356, n = 3; unpaired, two-way t test) and late (20 hours;
MCF-7: **P= 0.0052, n= 3;MDA-MB-231: *P= 0.0491, n= 3; unpaired, two-
way t test) time points. Representative images shown (BCC, green; dextran-
FITC, red; montage contains multiple images). (G) Schematic of MCF-7
stem (CD44+CD24−/low) and non-stem (CD44+CD24−/high) cell isolation
by flow sorting and engraftment ± GMI-1271 into female severe com-
bined immunodeficient (SCID) mice. SSC, side scatter; FSC, forward scatter.
(H) BMhoming of MCF-7 stem and non-stem cell populations ± GMI-1271
at 20 hours after engraftment (**P = 0.0026, n = 3; unpaired, two-way t test).
Scale bars, 100 mm.
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Consistent with this finding, immunofluorescence staining with E-
selectin–Fc fusion protein showed increased binding of E-selectin to
CD44+CD24−/low stem cells compared to non-stem cells (fig. S16).

Specific anatomic regions of the BM influence BCC
proliferation and dormancy
We next wanted to determine whether the initial sites of BM coloniza-
tion in the perisinusoidal niche became the foci of metastatic prolifer-
ation. To discriminate dormant from proliferative BCCs, we labeled
BCCs that constitutively expressed fluorescent tdTomato (tdT) with li-
pophilic dyes that are stably incorporated into the cell membrane (34).
This label is diluted between daughter cells duringmitosis and becomes
undetectable in proliferative cells after five cell divisions (fig. S17). BCCs
were engrafted by intracardiac injection, and the calvarial BM was im-
aged after 6 weeks. As expected, most engraftedmice did not show sub-
stantial BCC proliferation, although dormant BCCs were readily
detected in the perisinusoidal niche as DiR+tdT+ nests (Fig. 3A). How-
ever, in mice with proliferative BM disease, large DiR−tdT+ cell clusters
were identified in physically distinct, lateral, nonsinusoidal regions of
the BM, suggesting that perisinusoidal niches maintain a dormant re-
servoir of BCCs in BM that have the potential to proliferate in
alternative BM niches (Fig. 3, B and C).

Next, we tested whether dormant BCCs that spontaneously metas-
tasized from a primary tumor site were also found in perisinusoidal
locations. DiD-labeled BCCs (MDA-MB-231) were engrafted ortho-
topically in themammary fat pads, and the calvarial BMwas imaged at
48 to 79 days after engraftment. As shown in Fig. 3D, dormantDiD+tdT+

spontaneous metastases were localized in the perisinusoidal niches
(fig. S18). When BCCs labeled with a different fluorescent dye (DiR)
were then engrafted by intracardiac injection in these same mice,
DiR-BCC homing remained perisinusoidal and E-selectin–dependent
(Fig. 3E and fig. S19). These data suggest that key bone homing me-
chanisms remain unchanged in mice that have harbored orthotopic tu-
mors for extended periods of time.

E-selectin and CXCR4/SDF-1 function as opposing vascular
gatekeepers regulating BCC entry and exit from the BM
Although our data suggest that E-selectin is the principal mediator of
BCC BMhoming, previous studies indicate that SDF-1 plays an impor-
tant role in metastasis growth (15, 35). Given the critical function of
SDF-1 in anchoring hematopoietic cells to the BM niche, we hypothe-
sized that SDF-1 similarly tethers BCCs to BM (36, 37). To test this, we
engraftedmice with fluorescently labeled BCCs and treated themwith a
single dose of the CXCR4 antagonist AMD3100 or PBS on D1 (Fig. 3F
and fig. S20) or D42 (Fig. 3G and fig. S21) after engraftment. Video-rate
microscopy was used to detect BCCs in the calvarium and peripheral
blood before and 2 hours after treatment (fig. S22A). Amarked number
of BCCs were observed to migrate from the BM into peripheral circu-
lation in mice treated with AMD3100 at either time point (Fig. 3, F and
G, and videos S3 to S6), indicating that both new and established
metastases were anchored to the BM by SDF-1/CXCR4 interactions.
Notably, although some proliferative, DiR−tdT+ cells were detected in
D42 mice, most mobilized cells were dormant, DiR+tdT+ cells originat-
ing from the perisinusoidal niche (fig. S22B). In addition, although
CXCR4 blockade had a potent mobilizing effect on BCCs, E-selectin
inhibition did not cause BCC migration, emphasizing the specific roles
of E-selectin and SDF-1 in controlling access to and persistence within
the prodormancy BM niche (Fig. 3H and fig. S23).
www.Sci
E-selectin regulates BM metastasis of primary human BCCs
To further test whether primary human BCCs use E-selectin+ vascular
gateways to home to bone, we isolated primary patient BCCs from sur-
gical breast resection tissue and expanded these ex vivo (38). Expanded
primary human BCCs were labeled with fluorescent dye, engrafted by
intracardiac injection into SCID mice, and imaged using intravital mi-
croscopy. As shown in Fig. 4A and fig. S24, primary human BCCs also
enter the bone specifically through the sinusoidal vascular niche. In ad-
dition, treatment of mice with the E-selectin inhibitor GMI-1271mark-
edly blocked primary human BCC entry into bone (Fig. 4, B and C).

Perisinusoidal BM niches harbor dormant BCC
micrometastases
Having shown that primary human BCCs behave similarly to cell lines
in our xenograft studies,wewanted to examine the relationship between
BCCs and the BM perisinusoidal niche in human metastatic breast
cancer patients. We identified BM biopsies that were performed at
our institution as part of staging evaluations before autologous stem cell
transplantation. Although most patients had extensive disease involve-
ment, we identified a small series with micrometastatic (≤5% of BM
cellularity) disease.AlthoughE-selectin staining could not be performed
on the decalcified, paraffin-embedded tissue, we were able to stain for
SDF-1 expression by immunohistochemistry. In patients with micro-
metastatic disease, BCC infiltrates were identified in perisinusoidal,
SDF-1+ vascular regions at a rate that was statistically significant com-
pared to chance (***P = 0.0002) (Fig. 4, D and E). Negative Ki67 stain-
ing confirmed that these metastases were highly indolent (Fig. 4E). In a
separate series of patient cases with macrometastatic BM disease in-
volvement, Ki67+ BCCs could be identified, which are often adjacent
to bony surfaces, whereas perisinusoidal BCCs were Ki67− (Fig. 4F).
These data corroborate our finding that perisinusoidal niches harbor
dormant micrometastases in bone.
DISCUSSION

We used optical imaging technology to track BCC in real time and in
vivo with single-cell resolution, and we have identified a portal of entry
forBCCmetastasis to thebone.This gateway is amorphologically distinct
region of sinusoidal vasculature and perisinusoidal venules delineated by
localized expression of the inflammatory vascular cell adhesion molecule
E-selectin. In addition to controlling the BM entry of the CD44+CD24−/low

tumor-initiating subset of BCCs through E-selectin, this BM site func-
tions as a prodormancy niche in which quiescent BCCmicrometastases
are anchored through SDF-1/CXCR4 interactions.

Breast cancer patients who are diagnosed with early-stage, limited
disease can experience metastatic relapse years later, and evidence sug-
gests that this is caused by the proliferation of previously dormant BM
micrometastases. Furthermore, clinical studies have shown that early-
stage and locally advanced breast cancer patients have detectable CTCs
both before and after treatment (4, 39). These observations in patients
suggest that dormant CTCs are continuouslymigrating frommicrome-
tastatic sites into the peripheral bloodstream. Exploiting this biologic
process through an understanding of the molecular mechanisms
involved may present a therapeutic opportunity because epithelial cells
that are detached from the stroma typically undergo apoptosis if this
separation is prolonged (anoikis). Studies have indeed demonstrated
that a large proportion of CTCs are apoptotic, suggesting that loss of
enceTranslationalMedicine.org 25 May 2016 Vol 8 Issue 340 340ra73 5
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Fig. 3. SDF-1/CXCR4 interactions tether dormant BCCs to the vascular
niche. (A) Six weeks after intracardiac engraftment, dormant BCCs (DiR+tdT+)

Representative images are shown (montage containing multiple images).
(F) One day after engraftment, mice were treated ± AMD3100, and
are detected in clusters localized to the sinusoidal vascular region of cal-
varial BM. Representative images are shown. The percentage of dormant
(DiR+tdT+) versus proliferative (DiR−tdT+) BCCs in the sinusoidal niche was
calculated (**P = 0.0042, n = 3 mice; unpaired, two-way t test). (B and C)
In mice with proliferative bone tumors, rapidly dividing BCCs (DiR−tdT+)
were found in distinct lateral, nonsinusoidal regions of BM [representative
images of n = 4 experiments; (C) is a montage containing multiple
images]. (D) Dormant (DiD+tdT+) BCCs that spontaneously metastasized
to bone from orthotopic tumors were detected in the sinusoidal vascular
niche at 48 to 79 days. (E) Forty-eight to 79 days after orthotopic engraft-
ment of DiD-labeled tdT+ BCCs, mice were treated ± GMI-1271 and en-
grafted with DiR-labeled BCCs. DiR-BCCs homed to sinusoids in
orthotopic tumor-engrafted mice, with a twofold homing reduction in
GMI-1271–treated mice (*P = 0.0126, n = 3; unpaired, two-way t test).
www.Sci
images of the calvarium were obtained before and 2 hours after treat-
ment to determine the percentage of BCCs mobilized from BM (MCF-7:
*P = 0.0455, n = 3; 1833: *P = 0.0300, n = 4; unpaired, two-way t test).
Video-rate microscopy was used to assess the fold increase in peripherally
circulating BCCs (MCF-7: ***P = 0.0005, n = 3; 1833: **P = 0.0069, n = 4;
unpaired, two-way t test). Representative images are shown. (G) Six weeks
after engraftment, mice were treated ± AMD3100. The percentage of dor-
mant DiR+tdT+ BCCs mobilized from BM was calculated (***P = 0.0008, n =
3; unpaired, two-way t test). Representative images are shown. (H) One
day after engraftment, mice were treated ± GMI-1271. Images before
and 2 hours after treatment demonstrated no significant mobilization of
BCCs from BM (n = 3 mice for each cell line; unpaired, two-way t test).
Representative images are shown (montage containing multiple images).
Scale bars, 100 mm.
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Fig. 4. Primary human BCCs use E-selectin to enter a dormant sinusoi-
dal perivascular niche in the BM. (A) Primary patient BCCs were isolated

Similar to megakaryocytes, breast cancer micrometastases were identified
near sinusoids, with relative distance measurements that were significantly
from surgical resection tissue and engrafted in mice. Intravital calvarial im-
aging revealed that primary cells home specifically to sinusoidal vasculature
(n = 4). Representative images are shown. (B and C) Primary human BCCs
were engrafted ± GMI-1271, and BM homing was quantified at 20 hours.
Representative images are shown. Homing was decreased almost threefold
in GMI-1271–treatedmice (*P = 0.0393, n = 4; paired, two-way t test). (D) His-
tologic sections of BM biopsies from patients with micrometastatic involve-
ment of breast cancer were obtained. The distance of each individual
micrometastasis from the nearest sinusoid or bone spicule was measured
by hand by a hematopathologist. Distance measurements for megakaryo-
cytes, which are intimately associated with the sinusoidal vasculature, and
for adipocytes, which are randomly scattered in bone, were also performed.
www.Sci
different from randomly distributed adipocytes [***P = 0.0002, data from
three separate patient samples (BCCs, n = 86; megakaryocytes, n = 136; adi-
pocytes, n = 348); unpaired, two-way t test]. (E) Immunohistochemical stain-
ing of BM biopsies from micrometastatic disease patients shows that BCCs
(arrows) adjacent to SDF-1+ vasculature (asterisks) are Ki67−. (F) BM biopsy
samples from patients with macrometastatic disease were stained for Ki67.
Perisinusoidal (asterisks) BCCs were Ki67− (arrowheads), but Ki67+ BCCs (ar-
rows) could be identified near bony spicules (dashed lines). (G) Cartoon
model of BCC homing (1) and retention and proliferation (2) mechanisms
in BM niches. Forcedmobilization of dormant cells (3) combined with simul-
taneous blockade of BM reentry (4) could cause apoptosis or chemosensitize
cells deprived of supportive stroma (5). Scale bars, 100 mm.
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cell-matrix adhesion may trigger BCC death in CTCs (40, 41). Forcing
dormant BCCs into circulation while blocking their reentry into tissues
could therefore gradually clearmicrometastases from the bone in amin-
imally toxic manner.

Current adjuvant chemotherapies and hormonal therapies reduce
the risk of relapse by targeting micrometastatic disease, yet these treat-
mentsmay fail in part because of the nature of theBMmicroenvironment.
Not only is it avid soil formetastasis localization, itmay alsobe aprotective
haven against chemotherapy. In studies of patients receiving neoadjuvant
chemotherapy, many patients with complete responses at the primary
site demonstrated persistent micrometastatic disease in the BM (42). Al-
though it is possible that these micrometastases persist after adjuvant
chemotherapy solely because of intrinsic chemoresistance, a wealth of
in vitro data suggest that BM stromal cells can protect breast cancer
from chemotherapy-induced apoptosis (43–45). In addition, stromal
interactionsmayplay a role in resistance of BCCs to endocrine therapies
(46). A strategy to relocate dormant micrometastases to a more vulner-
able environment in peripheral circulation could therefore be used not
only to destroy and/or capture intrinsically resistant BCCs but also to
leverage the strength of existing adjuvant treatments.

The targets that we have identified in this study are highly “drug-
gable.”TheCXCR4 inhibitorAMD3100 isU.S. Food andDrugAdmin-
istration–approved for hematopoietic stem cell mobilization, and
selectin inhibitors are in clinical trials for sickle cell vaso-occlusive crisis,
where they have exhibited minimal toxicity (47). Nevertheless, before
these or similar agents are used for the treatment of micrometastatic
disease, questions regarding the anatomic and biological fate of mobi-
lized BCCs should be taken into careful consideration. For example, will
forced mobilization alter the cell cycle status of dormant BCCs? Hema-
topoietic stem and progenitor cells that enter the peripheral blood after
AMD3100 treatment are principally in G0 and, therefore, not suscep-
tible to injury from chemotherapy. Whether dormant BCCs are guided
into the cell cycle by forced mobilization remains to be explored. In
addition, the duration of treatment and optimal sequencing of chemo-
therapeutic agents to achieve clinically relevant depletion of micro-
metastases will need examination. A greater understanding of the
mechanisms of BCC homing and mobilization could, however, result
in rational use of drugs targeting these processes.

In summary, we have identified a specific vascular “toggle” switch
for BCC transit in bone. By blocking E-selectin on the lumen of
specialized vascular beds in the BM, we can prevent vessel adhesion
and subsequent passage of circulatingBCCs into the tissue; by inhibiting
CXCR4, dormant BCCs inhabiting these same perivascular niches are
forced into the bloodstream (Fig. 4G). E-selectin and SDF-1 are thought
to influence breast cancer progression, but here, we show that their lo-
calized expression and opposing functions in BMniches organize a vas-
cular gateway that also serves as a niche for dormant micrometastases.
These data elucidate critical steps in the BCCmetastatic cascade by de-
fining a molecular circuit regulating CTC migration. Our findings also
present a rationale for therapeutic strategies that could break the foot-
hold of dormant metastases in bone to decrease breast cancer relapse.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design
The stromal molecules that regulate BCC homing and retention in the
bone were assessed using intravital confocal microscopy analysis in xe-
www.Sci
nograft mouse models. All mouse studies were performed in adherence
to theNational Institutes of Health (NIH)Guide for the Care andUse of
Laboratory Animals and all institutional guidelines. The migration of
fluorescently labeled BCCs in the calvarial BM was assessed using
video-rate, high-resolution microscopy after intracardiac or orthotopic
injection of fluorescently labeled BCCs. Genomic analysis of available
breast cancer patient data sets revealed that CXCR4/SDF-1 andE-selectin
expression correlate with late recurrence and, thus, were candidate mol-
ecules formediating BCC entry into the bone. Analysis of the importance
of these molecules in BCC bone trafficking included the use of small-
molecule inhibitorsAMD3100andGMI-1271andrevealed thatE-selectin
is a primary regulator of BCC homing, whereas CXCR4/SDF-1 regulates
retention of BCCs in the BM. These observations were also confirmed
using primary patient BCCs and BM core biopsy samples. Institutional
reviewboard (IRB) ethical approval for the use of primaryhuman samples
was obtained from Duke University. The n value for each experiment is
indicated in the appropriate figure legends.

Materials
General laboratory chemicals and reagents were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich, unless otherwise stated. MDA-MB-231, MCF-7, and
T47D cell lines were obtained from the American Type Culture Collec-
tion. SUM159 cells were obtained from Asterand. K1 cells were ob-
tained from the Greene Lab (University of Chicago, Chicago, IL).
1833 cells were obtained from the Massagué Lab (Memorial Sloan Ket-
tering Cancer Center, New York, NY). Other reagents were obtained
from the following suppliers: AMD3100 (Sigma-Aldrich); GMI-1271
(GlycoMimetics Inc.); fluorescent lipophilic dyesDiD,DiR, andDiI (In-
vitrogen); high–molecular weight dextran (Invitrogen); AF-647 (Invi-
trogen); FITC (Life Technologies); Cy5 (GE Healthcare); LIVE/DEAD
Near-IR cell viability stain (Invitrogen); Alzet osmotic pump (Durect
Co.); anti–CXCR4-PE (phycoerythrin) (clone-1D9, BD Biosciences);
rat IgG2a,k-PE (clone R35-95, BD Biosciences); anti–CD24-PE
(clone ML5, BD Biosciences); mouse IgG2a,k-PE (clone G155-178,
BD Biosciences); anti–CD44-APC (allophycocyanin) (clone G44-26,
BD Biosciences); mouse IgG2b,k-APC (clone 27-35, BD Biosciences);
anti-hCXCR4 neutralizing antibody (clone 12G5, R&D Systems);
mouse IgG2a (clone 20102, R&D Systems); anti-mouse E-selectin
(clone10E9.6,BDBiosciences); rat IgG2a,k (clone35–95,BDBiosciences);
anti–SDF-1 (clone 79018, R&D Systems); and anti-Ki67 (clone ab15580;
Abcam).

Genomic analyses
As we previously described (19), using 743 lymph node–negative breast
tumor samples obtained frompatients whowere treatedwith local ther-
apy alone, we developed a gene expression classification scheme that
distinguishes breast cancer with early or late recurrence using 743
lymph node–negative breast tumor samples obtained from patients
whowere treatedwith local therapy alone.We applied this classification
to publicly available gene expression data from 46microdissected breast
tumor epithelium samples [Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) reposi-
tory accession number GSE5847] and compared gene expressions of
29 genes representing CXCR4, E-selectin ligands, and enzymes critical
for posttranslational processing of E-selectin ligands between samples
in subgroups with high risk of late recurrence (G4) and with smallest
risk of recurrence (G3) using t test. The correlations between selected
genes and risk of delayed recurrence were further determined among
the 697 ER+ patients. Differences for each pairwise comparison were
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assessed by Mann-Whitney U test, and the correlation between
increasing gene expression and the time of recurrence was measured
with ANOVA. Statistical analyses were performed with STATISTICA
11 (StatSoft Inc.) and R Project for Statistical Computing.

Cell culture
MDA-MB-231, 1833, MCF-7, and K1 cell lines were cultured in high-
glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Corning Inc.),
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gemini Bio-
Products). T47D cells were cultured in RPMI medium (Corning), sup-
plemented with 10% FBS (Gemini). SUM159 cells were cultured in
Ham’s F-12 medium (Corning), supplemented with 5% FBS (Gemini).
All cultures weremaintained at 37°C in a 5%CO2 humidified atmosphere.

Fluorescent dye cell labeling
Cells were fluorescently labeled through incubation with “DiD,” “DiI,”
or “DiR” lipophilic dyes (Invitrogen). Cells were isolated at a density
of 2.5 × 106 cells/ml, resuspending cells under the following conditions:
DiD—12.5 mMDiD in culture medium + 0.3% FBS; DiI—25 mM DiI in
culture medium + 0.3% FBS; DiR—25 mM DiR in culture medium +
10% FBS. Cells were protected from the light and rotated at room
temperature for 30 min. After incubation, cells were washed twice
in PBS, counted, and resuspended at desired concentrations for en-
graftment. Dye labeling efficiency was tested by flow cytometry.

Mouse engraftment
BCCs were engrafted into female SCID mice by intracardiac injection.
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and placed into position on
their backs. Mouse fur covering the rib cage was removed using Nair
hair removal cream. With a 29-gauge needle and 0.3-ml syringe, a
100-ml volume of cells (0.1 × 106 cells in PBS) was injected into the
left ventricle. A bright red flash indicated a successful insertion, and
this colored flash was monitored about every 25 ml while the injection
proceeded. BCCs were also engrafted into the mammary fat pad of
SCID mice. Mice were anesthetized, and fur covering the rib cage
was removed, as previously described. The mouse was restrained, and
using a 29-gauge needle and 0.3-ml syringe, a 100-ml volume of cells
(4.3 × 106 cells in PBS) was injected superficially under the skin into
the mammary fat pad. Long-term engrafted mice were implanted with
estrogen pellets (0.5 mg per pellet, 90-day release; Innovative Research
of America) to support ER+ cell proliferation. While mice were anesthe-
tized, fur surrounding the lateral side of the neck was removed. The
field was sterilized with alcohol wipes, and an incision was made using
sterile surgical instruments. The estrogen pellet was placed under the
skin using forceps, and the incision was closed using a suture kit. After
engraftment procedures, mice were returned to their cages until ready
for imaging. Diagrams illustrating the timing and drug dosing for spe-
cific imaging experiments are presented in figs. S3, S15, and S19 to S21.

Intravital confocal microscopy and video-rate imaging
SCIDmicewere anesthetizedwith isoflurane, and a rectangular incision
wasmade in the scalp, revealing the intact underlying cortical bone. The
regionwas washedwith PBS, and fluorescently labeled dextran (Dex-FITC
or Dex-Cy5) was administered by tail vein injection. Mice were placed
in a specially designed restrictor, and a coverslip was placed over the
exposed calvarial bone. Mice remained anesthetized throughout the
procedure. High-resolution images were obtained through the intact
mouse skull with a Leica SP5 confocal and multiphoton microscope
www.Sci
with a 20×/0.40 NA (numerical aperture) objective lens. The system
uses a femtosecond titanium:sapphire laser (Chameleon) for multi-
photon or single-photon excitation and multiple Cs lasers (including
an argon laser, a HeNe laser, and 561- and 633-nm diode lasers) for
single-photon excitation. Images were captured with Leica LAS-AF
softwareusing line and frameaveraging.The calvarial BMwas subdivided
into numbered anatomical areas, and overlapping 20× images were
captured of the entire region. After the procedure, these images were
merged to generate a montage image of the entire calvarium, and cell
homing and mobilization counts were obtained. Videos of BCCs in cir-
culation were obtained using the same equipment. Video-rate imaging
capture on the central vessel and branching coronal vein of the calvarial
vasculature was performed. Videos of a desired vascular region were ta-
ken for 5min, and the fluorescently labeled BCCs observed in circulation
or crawling along vascular walls were counted. The number of cells ob-
served in circulation perminute was calculated. The number of circulating
cells (number of cells per minute) before and after drug administration
(AMD3100 and GMI-1271) was compared.

Flow cytometry and cell sorting
Intracellular and extracellular CXCR4 expression in BCC lines was
determined by flow cytometry. Subconfluent cell cultures were trypsi-
nized and counted. For extracellular staining, 1 × 106 cells were washed
in PBS and resuspended in 100 ml of wash buffer (autoMACS + 3% bo-
vine serum albumin). Cells were incubated with LIVE/DEAD Near-IR
stain (Invitrogen) for 20min on ice. Cells were washed and subsequent-
ly incubated with anti–CXCR4-PE (clone 1D9) or isotype-PE (clone
R35-95) for 30 min on ice. Cells were spun at 500g and resuspended
in 300 ml of 1% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. For intracellular
CXCR4 staining, after LIVE/DEAD Near-IR incubation, cells were
fixed in 1% PFA in PBS on ice for 60 min. Cells were washed and re-
suspended in 1 ml of 70% EtOH and incubated at −20°C overnight.
Cells were subsequently stained for CXCR4 as previously described.
Flow cytometry acquisition was performed with a FACSCanto II flow
cytometer (BD Biosciences) and analyzed with FlowJo (Tree Star Inc.)
software. MCF-7 stem (CD44+/CD24low) and non-stem (CD44+/CD24+)
cellswere isolatedbycell sorting. Subconfluent culturesofMCF-7cellswere
trypsinized and stained with LIVE/DEAD Near-IR, as previously de-
scribed. Cells were subsequently stained with CD24-PE (clone ML5, BD
Biosciences) and CD44-APC (clone G44-26, BD Biosciences) on ice for
30 min. Cells were suspended in a buffer of PBS + 1% FBS and collected
in a buffer of 50% DMEM/50% FBS. Sorting was performed with a BD
FACSAria II cell sorter. After sorting, stem and non-stem cells were
counted and resuspended in PBS, and 0.1 × 106 cells in a 100-ml volume
were engrafted intomice by intracardiac injection, as described previously.

In vivo immunofluorescence imaging
E-selectin vascular expression in the calvarial BM was imaged in vivo
using anti–E-selectin (clone 10E9.6, BD Biosciences) conjugated to the
fluorophoreAF-647. SCIDmicewere engraftedwithBCCs (0.1×106 cells)
20 hours before imaging. Engrafted mice were injected with anti–E-
selectin–AF-647 or rat IgG2a,k–AF-647 isotype control (clone 35-95, BD
Biosciences) at a dose of 1 mg/kg 18 hours before imaging. Mice were
imaged, and montage images were generated as previously described.

Primary human BCC isolation and ex vivo culture
Isolation and ex vivo culture of primary humanmammary epithelial cells
were described previously (33). Briefly, tissue specimens were obtained
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with informed consent from patients. Mammary tissues were minced
and digested with a mixture of dispase and collagenase/hyaluronidase
(STEMCELL Technologies Inc.), and fat was removed with a 70-mm
strainer (BD Biosciences). The ex vivo culture of cells used a fibroblast
feeder system. Epithelial cells were cocultured with irradiated (30 Gy)
Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts (J2 strain) in F medium [3:1 (v/v) F-12 Nutrient
Mixture (Ham)–DMEM (Invitrogen), 5% FBS, hydrocortisone (0.4 mg/ml;
Sigma-Aldrich), insulin (5 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich), cholera toxin (8.4 ng/ml;
Sigma-Aldrich), and epidermal growth factor (10 ng/ml; Invitrogen)]
with addition of Y-27632 (5 to 10 mM; Enzo Life Sciences). Cultures
were maintained in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere at 37°C. Cul-
tured mammary epithelial cells were isolated from feeder cell through
differential trypsinization. Feeder/epithelial cocultures were rinsed
with PBS and incubated with 0.05% trypsin solution at room tempera-
ture for 30 s to 1 min, with close monitoring by phase microscopy.
When the feeder cells rounded up and began to detach from the sub-
strate, the cultures were gently tapped, and the detached cells were
removed by aspiration. The epithelial colonies remained tightly adher-
ent. The epithelial cells were rinsed again with PBS and then retrypsinized
at 37°C for 3 to 5 min. After gentle pipetting to disperse the epithelial
cells into a single-cell suspension, the cells were pelleted through PBS
containing 10% serum. After centrifugation at 500g, the cell pellets
were resuspended in F medium for cell counting and experimental
preparation.

Immunohistochemistry
Human BM core biopsy slides (IRB #57532) were obtained from
the Duke University Department of Pathology. SDF-1 and Ki67 im-
munohistochemistry staining was performed under the following
conditions: SDF-1 antigen retrieval was performed with Dako
EDTA Target Retrieval solution (Dako North America Inc.). Slides
were stained with anti–SDF-1 (clone 79018, R&D Systems) at a
concentration of 15 mg/ml. Dako Envision System-HRP (DAB),
for use with mouse (#K4006, Dako), was used as a secondary an-
tibody. For Ki67, antigen retrieval was performed with Dako EDTA
Target Retrieval solution (Dako North America Inc.) Slides were
stained with anti-Ki67 (clone ab15580, Abcam) at a concentration
of 10 mg/ml. Dako Envision System-HRP (DAB), for use with
rabbit (#K4011, Dako), was used as a secondary antibody. Whole
slide images of human BM core slides were obtained with an Axio
Observer Z1 microscope, Axiocam ICc1 color camera, and Axiovision
4.8 software. The distances of individual human BCCs, megakaryo-
cytes, and adipocytes from sinusoidal vasculature and trabecular
bone were measured by a clinical hematopathologist (C.M.M.) using
the ImageJ software (version 1.49, NIH) and whole-slide images.

Statistical analysis
Homing cell numbers were determined by manual counting of fluores-
cent cells detected within the calvarium. The effects of inhibitors versus
vehicle controls on BCC homing and mobilization were assessed using
unpaired t tests. Statistical differences in the relative distances of BCC
metastases (howmuch closer themetastatic disease was to bone than to
the sinusoid or vice versa) were determined by using an unpaired two-
way t test. Genomic analysis was performed as described above. All sta-
tistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism version 5.0,
STATISTICA 11, and R Project for Statistical Computing. Significance
P values were defined as follows (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001).
Mean ± SEM was graphed.
www.Scie
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Fig. S1. Bone homing capacity of ER+ and ER− BCC lines.
Fig. S2. Intracellular CXCR4 stores expressed in ER+ and ER− cell lines.
Fig. S3. Schematic for CXCR4-mediated homing inhibition experiments.
Fig. S4. Effect of CXCR4 siRNA knockdown on BCC BM homing.
Fig. S5. E-selectin ligand and synthetic enzyme mRNA transcript expression in ER+ and ER− BCC
lines and primary BCCs.
Fig. S6. E-selectin ligand protein expression in ER+ and ER− BCC lines.
Fig. S7. Flow cytometric analysis of E-selectin ligand expression on BCC lines.
Fig. S8. CD44 cell surface expression on ER+ and ER− BCC lines.
Fig. S9. Immunofluorescence analysis of E-selectin ligand expression on BCC lines.
Fig. S10. Western blot analysis of E-selectin ligand expression profiles in BCC lines.
Fig. S11. Western blot analysis of E-selectin ligand expression profiles in BCC lines, with pro-
tection of sialic acid residues.
Fig. S12. Immunofluorescence analysis of MUC1 expression on ER+ and ER− BCCs.
Fig. S13. Immunoprecipitation and functional analysis of the E-selectin binding capacity of
MUC1 in BCC lines.
Fig. S14. Western blot analysis of E-selectin ligand expression profiles on MCF-7 stem and non-
stem cell populations.
Fig. S15. Schematic for E-selectin–mediated homing inhibition experiments.
Fig. S16. Immunofluorescence analysis of E-selectin ligand expression on MCF-7 stem and non-
stem cell populations.
Fig. S17. Fluorescent lipophilic membrane dye depletion after successive cell doubling events.
Fig. S18. Spontaneous metastasis of orthotopically engrafted MDA-MB-231 (DiD+tdT+) BCCs to
the calvarial BM.
Fig. S19. Schematic for orthotopic engraftment and E-selectin–mediated homing inhibition
experiments.
Fig. S20. Schematic for GMI-1271 and AMD3100 mobilization experiments.
Fig. S21. Schematic for AMD3100 mobilization experiments in mice with established disease.
Fig. S22. AMD3100-induced mobilization of dormant BCCs out of the BM and into the circulation.
Fig. S23. Lack of effect of GMI-1271 on BCC mobilization from BM.
Fig. S24. Montage image of primary human BCC homing to sinusoidal regions of the calvarial BM.
Table S1. Gene list.
Table S2. Cell lines.
Video S1. Circulating BCCs crawling along vascular wall (merge).
Video S2. Circulating BCCs crawling along vascular wall (DiD channel only).
Video S3. Circulating BCCs before AMD3100 treatment (merge).
Video S4. Circulating BCCs before AMD3100 treatment (DiD channel only).
Video S5. Circulating BCCs after AMD3100 treatment (merge).
Video S6. Circulating BCCs after AMD3100 treatment (DiD channel only).
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Editor's Summary

 
 
 
they could be killed with chemotherapy.
inhibitor to prevent metastasis to the bone marrow could help trap the cells in the vasculature, where 
suggest that combining a CXCR4 inhibitor to force the cells out of their niches and an E-selectin
cells to their niches and E-selectin allowing entry of cancer cells into the bone marrow. These findings 
E-selectin and CXCR4 exert different forces on these cancer cells, with CXCR4 anchoring breast cancer
be dormant cancer cells hiding in perivascular niches. The authors showed that proteins called 

 demonstrate that the culprits responsible for such late metastasis mayet al.completed treatment. Price 
Breast cancer is notorious for its ability to relapse after many years, long after a patient had
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